
BUILDING RESILIENCE



House Rules:

Be on time. 
Put your phone on silent. 

Turn your video on for each session. 
Participate as fully as you can. 

Keep everything said - confidential.

(this is simple, matter of professional courtesy stuff…)



SYD / MELB SESSION

10am - 10.45am Session 1

10.45am - 11am  Break

11am - 11.45am Session 2

11.45am - 12.00pm Break

12.00pm - 12.45pm Session 3

12.45pm - 1.00pm Break

1.00pm - 1.45pm Session 4

1.45pm - 2.00pm Break

2.00pm - 2.45pm Session 5

Today’s Schedule:
New  

Times

We resume 
on the hour, 
every hour. 

Yep! 
We are 
skipping 
lunch.



REVISION



REVISION



REVISION



Research has shown that resilience is 
ordinary, not extraordinary.  

 

People commonly demonstrate resilience.  
Being resilient does not mean that a person 

doesn't experience difficulty or distress. 

RESILIENCE MIS-PERCEPTIONS



Emotional pain and sadness are  
common in people who have suffered 
major adversity or trauma in their lives.  

Resilience is not a trait that people either 
have or do not have. It involves behaviours, 
thoughts and actions that can be learned 

and developed in anyone.

RESILIENCE MIS-PERCEPTIONS



1. View setbacks as impermanent. 
2. Reframe adversity into opportunity. 
3. Recognise their own biases. 
4. Manage strong emotions well. 
5. Focus on what can be controlled. 
6. Get out of victim mode. 
7. Perceive the glass to be half full.

CHARACTERISTICS  
OF RESILIENT PEOPLE



EMOTION REGULATION
CRITICAL SKILLS TO MASTER

The ability to stay calm  
under pressure. 

  

Resilient people can control 
their emotions, especially in the 
face of a challenge or adversity 

- in order to stay focused.



IMPULSE CONTROL
CRITICAL SKILLS TO MASTER

The ability to ‘rein in’ behaviour 
when under pressure.



CAUSAL ANALYSIS
CRITICAL SKILLS TO MASTER

The ability to comprehensively 
and accurately identify the 

cause of problems and develop 
appropriate strategies.



REALISTIC OPTIMISM
CRITICAL SKILLS TO MASTER

A belief that things can change for 
the better - that there is hope for 
the future and you can control the 

direction of events.  
In a truly resilient person these 

hopes are tempered with a healthy 
sense of reality.



EMPATHY
CRITICAL SKILLS TO MASTER

How well you are able to read other 
people’s cues to their psychological 

and emotional distress.



SELF EFFICACY
CRITICAL SKILLS TO MASTER

Our sense of competence and 
mastery in the world.  

This resiliency factor represents our 
belief that we can solve problems 

we may experience and our faith in 
our ability to succeed.



REACHING OUT
CRITICAL SKILLS TO MASTER

The ability (willingness) to seek out 
new opportunities, challenges and 
relationships to ‘push the envelope’ 

in order to gain greater success, 
satisfaction etc…



The way we cope with difficult situations  
determines their outcome more than the  

method we devise for coping. 

Stressful situations often result in stressful thoughts. 

Coping thoughts are modifications of reactive 
thoughts that convey hope instead of dread.

TRAINING THE MENTAL MUSCLE



Examples:
This situation won’t last forever. 

This feeling will pass. 
I can feel anxious without reacting. 

I can work with this until it gets better. 
I can ride this emotion like a wave. 

This is uncomfortable but it won’t kill me. 
I’ve dealt with worse situations than this. 

I am not my emotions. 
This too - shall pass.



Examples:
This situation won’t last forever. 

This feeling will pass. 
I can feel anxious without reacting. 

I can work with this until it gets better. 
I can ride this emotion like a wave. 

This is uncomfortable but it won’t kill me. 
I’ve dealt with worse situations than this. 

I am not my emotions. 
This too - shall pass.

Choose the 
two most 
appealing 
thoughts 
and turn 

them 
into a 

personal 
mantra.



When adversity happens the first thing we try to 
do is explain to ourselves why it happened.  

Our beliefs about the cause of the adversity set 
off our reactions automatically.  

This determines what we do and how we feel.

ADVERSITY                     BELIEFS                   CONSEQUENCES
(feelings and actions)

TRAINING THE MENTAL MUSCLE



Most people fail to make the connection  
between BELIEFS and CONSEQUENCES. 
They mistakenly think that the ADVERSITY  

has created the CONSEQUENCES. 

This renders them powerless 

and creates VICTIM mentality.

TRAINING THE MENTAL MUSCLE
ADVERSITY                     BELIEFS                   CONSEQUENCES

(feelings and actions)



Violation of our rights Anger

Loss or loss of self worth Sadness depression

Future threat Anxiety, fear

Violation of another rights Guilt
Loss of status Embarrassment

COMMON BELIEFS 
CREATING CONSEQUENCES

TRAINING THE MENTAL MUSCLE



Because beliefs are often (very) inaccurate  
we often suffer unnecessary consequences. 

The A B C Tool helps check beliefs…
A B C

Describe The  
Event Objectively

Record Your 
Thoughts

Record Your 
Feelings  

and Actions

Who? What? 
Where? When?

Why do you  
think it happened?

Exercise:



SHIFT INTO  
POSITIVE 
MINDSET

IDENTIFY A  
RECENT 

DIFFICULTY
IDENTIFY THE  

COSTS
IDENTIFY  

ALTERNATIVES

Make a list of  
what makes your  

life enjoyable

Articulate  
the nature of  
the struggle

Time, anxiety, 
money, 

frustration…

THINKING RESILIENTLY



MANAGE YOUR STRESS
4 STRATEGIES TO INCREASE RESILIENCE

Meditate regularly 
Practice mindfulness 

Sense of humour 
Reach out 

Find a mentor/coach PR
AC
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TAKE ACTION
4 STRATEGIES TO INCREASE RESILIENCE

Nail procrastination 
Re-assess your values 
Check your life purpose 

Align with your goals 
Seek knowledge PR

AC
TI
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MANAGE YOUR SELF TALK
4 STRATEGIES TO INCREASE RESILIENCE

Nip negatives in the bud 
Hang out with positive people 

Avoid awe-ful-ising 
Recall past successes 

Focus on the control-able PR
AC
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MANAGE YOUR SELF CARE
4 STRATEGIES TO INCREASE RESILIENCE

Reconcile with your past 
Take up journalling 

Accept healthy challenges 
Nourish your creativity 

Change your eating patterns 
Get fit and healthy 

Learn something new

PR
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvwExyv7how

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvwExyv7how


A worthy challenge is to see everything 
that ever happens to you as a gift.  
The idea is that all experiences can 

have value, it’s just that value is 
contingent on how we choose to see 

and act in the moment. 

FIND THE VALUE



The difficulty with living through crises is 
that the costs are immediate and obvious 

and the benefits are subtle and 
accumulate over a long period of time.  

Another difficulty is that the ability to use  
those benefits requires us to make changes  

to our perspectives and behaviours. 

FIND THE VALUE



“What if this was the best 
thing that happened to me?” 

“What do I have to do to make 
this one of the best things that 

has ever happened to me?” 

FIND THE VALUE



Download from the workshop page of the members site.



Download from the workshop page of the members site.



NEXT DAY Q&A 
Tuesday 23rd June 8pm (Sydney time) 

WHAT NEXT?

You will be receive an email from ZOOM to access this session.

JULY WORKSHOP:  
OVERCOMING OVERWHELM 

Saturday 18th July 10am - 3pm (Sydney time)

Venue: Your Place!



REMEMBER…

Post about your progress. 

Sharing problems is as important 
as sharing victories. 

Support each other. 

Ask me anything - I will answer as 
many questions as you ask! 


